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Overview
) BIG

–
–
–
–

Concepts

2075 as myth
the role of belief systems
a ‘2075 focus’ - the concept of high intellect
some simple strategies
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2075 as myth
) Old,

Official and New Myths

– old myths
 the

Christ drama, three Christs (SM, SS)

– western society’s ‘central myth’ - Willis Harmon
– new myths
 ‘before

the beginning’ (DEV)
 dreaming ourselves into physical existence
– aspect selves called ‘sleepwalkers’ (DEV)
 onward

to 2075; the so-called ‘second coming’ (SS)

– the role of prediction (prophecy)
 codicils

as new assumptions not rules
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2075 as myth
) Master

Events & Time Overlays (DEV)

– simultaneous time/F2 -- probabilities/linear
time/F1
– a no-time, no-space source of mythic
(archetypal), religious, artistic imagery that
fuels physical events
)a

transition from ego ‘self’ toward ‘selves’

– embracing multipersonhood (UR)
– we are neurologically capable today
) as

simple as a shift in beliefs
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The role of belief systems
) YCYOR

based upon beliefs, not calculus or

physics
) Impact on Social, Political, Economic
Organizations
– affects of Darwinism, Freudianism (DEV,
AJWJ)
– affects of science, organized religion
– affects of the codicils???
) impact

of consciousness as primary cause!
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The role of belief systems (cont.)
) Aspect

Psychology, 3 books by Jane
Roberts
–
–
–
–

embraces the concept of ‘multipersonhood’
psyche = inner self/conscious mind/ego
‘ice berg’ analogy of the psyche
source self / focus personality = aspect selves
 probable

selves, focus/fragment personalities,
counterparts, nine families of consciousness
relationships

– multipersonhood isn’t ‘dis-ease’
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The role of belief systems (cont.)
) prejudiced

perception

– learning to recognize the affects of camouflage
– learning to interpret subjective imagery/symbols
) impulses

are innately good

– primary impetus toward value fulfillment
) cooperation

stressed over competition

– ‘natural aggression’ to avoid violence
) good/bad

and right/wrong

– blurs into shades of gray
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A ‘2075’ focus = high intellect
) Jane’s

‘back door’ analogy

– unofficial messages from our inner self(ves)
) Our

nine inner senses (SM)

– psy-time, conceptual, etc.
) How

will we embrace multipersonhood?

– Jane’s concept of ‘high intellect’ (PP)
 an

equilibrium of physical and inner senses
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Simple Strategies
) 2075

is now!

– explore the assumptions in the Seth Material ...
)A

Sethian community is a community of
one
– ‘Psychic Manifesto’ & ‘American Vision’ from
The God of Jane ...
a

decentralized and non-evangelical perspective

) explore

your own high intellect

– learn how to interpret subjective experience


dream imagery, lucid dreams, out-of-body, altered
focus, etc.
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Simple Strategies (cont.)
) learn

the contents of your conscious mind

– beliefs, belief systems (NPR)
) role

–
–
–
–
–
)A

models

True Dream Art Scientist (UR)
True Mental Physicist (UR)
Complete Physician (UR)
Practicing Idealist (ME)
Gifted Amateur (AJWJ)

closing note on the fallibility of Seth (ES)

– from session #47
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